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The new Alderman arrives, on the shoulders of the new idiotes. Flags and flowers. A scene conjured for 
all except those inside The Citadel, where these things are irrelevant. Outside, the scene intensifies, to the 
point where it replaces the rest of the surroundings. 

The Citadel swaps symptoms for causes, Ouroboros returns, with its divine purpose: winking out 
of existence. The removal of the tail does not involve a 'cut' or 'cuts', it requires nothing short of 
parthenogenesis in reverse. 

In this backwards maternity ward, criminals stand to be judged: Judgements applied to others of similar 
habits, judgements which quickly become the common name of various species of the genus: coarse, 
thickened rootstock, sheathing stipules, panicled, inconspicuous racemes.

The casual occultism of the naming: Merlin, stepping into the misty cave of mirrors, a place where 
waiting crowds can't see work or witchery. The back door opens onto a cove where barrels lie. Giant ships 
disgorge commandeered crudities, before taking their processed, magicalized dancing tables back to the 
raw lands.



Loaded with OPIUM, HAIR

PIGEON DUNG AND RAPE DUST a selfless drive for experience, hunger for success and the future 
growth of 

PELTS OR SPETCHES and the ability to think laterally, you will be 

BAD BUTTER OR GREASE, going forward

a flawless communicator able to deliver both universal values and local detail with 

LIME, IF CARRIED UP THE RIVERS OR CUTS

IRON, a roving economic player with no baggage, instantly transportable into any context or location 

PER TON

a flexible operator and team player, you will need

SOAP, PER TON a ‘can do’ individual, a believer in the rewards of the game which

TREACLE, PER TON changes infinitely, plays indefinitely 

and MADDER, PER TON
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